To improve the Faraday rotation effect of rare-earth oxide glasses, there are mainly three strategies:
The first is in creasing the concentration of rare-earth ions in glasses.12) The second is how to introduce into glasses magnetic order ings in microscopic viewpoints so that local magnetic fields, so-called molecular fields, at sites of magnetically interact ing rare-earth ions in glasses might be enhanced. The last one is an increase in the covalency of the bond between rare earth ions and oxygen ions, which decreases the resonant frequency of Faraday rotation corresponding to the f-d tran sition of rare-earth ions.13) We give attention to the second one in which, by using a transition metal element, micro scopic magnetic orderings in glasses are intensively intro duced. Divanent manganese (Mn2+) ion is selected as a dopant because it has a large magnetic moment (J=5/2) in the ground state and an expanded wave-function of half-filled d electrons. Thus, it is expected to interact magnetically with a rare-earth ion in glasses. As a glass matrix we chose a terbium metaborate (25Tb2O3þ75B2O3) glass. This paper reports the presence of antiferromagnetic coupling among magnetic ions at low temperature in Tb2O3-B2O3 glasses with and without Mn2+ ions, studied in a dynamical Faraday rotation measurement. By doping Mn2+ ions into a terbium metaborate glass, the magnetic correlation temperature (TMc) is increased from 120 to 250K. It will also be shown that high magnetic fields of 16T, which are able to induce magnetic uniaxial anisotropy even in amorphous materials of glasses, enhance the Faraday rotation at much lower tem perature than its glass transition temperature (Tg) because of the modification of magnetic structures in glasses. Fig. 6 and Table 1 ). If an exchange interaction for a magnetic ion which is received from neighboring magnetic ions, to form a pair of magnetically coupled ions or a magnetic cluster consisting of some of magnetic ions, can not be regarded as an in fluence of a typical effective medium, the above-mentioned assumption should become invalid. This shows a possibility of keeping a paramagnetic behavior (1/T dependence) even though magnetically-coupled ions are present, as long 
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